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1 Introduction 
 

This paper deals with the synt actic annotation of corpora that  contain both ‘canonical’ and 
‘non-canonical’ sentences.  

Consider E xamples (1) and (2) f rom the Germ an learner  corpus Falko which will b e 
introduced below. (1) represents a syntac tically correct (althoug h perhaps not very 
enlightening) utterance to which it is  easy to assign a syntactic structure. The utterance in (2), 
on the other hand, would be considered incorrect (and probably be interpreted as a word order 
error) – it is much more difficult to assign a syntactic structure to it. The question is: how can 
(1) and (2) be annotated in a uniform way that shows that th ere is a difference and m akes 
clear exactly where that difference lies?  
 

(1) Vieles kann man nur mit einem Wort sagen . 
 much can one only with one word say  
 (Much can be said with only one word.)  

 
(2) Er tatsächlich war sehr wohlhabend gewesen . 
 He  really was very wealthy been  
 (He really had been very rich.)  

  
We will no t speak  abo ut ‘gr ammatical’ o r ‘u ngrammatical’ u tterances here,  but rath er 

about ‘canonical’ and ‘non-canonical’ utteranc es. ’Non-canonical’ in th is paper refers to 
structures that cannot be desc ribed or generated by a given li nguistic framework – canonicity 
can only be defined with resp ect to that fram ework. A st ructure m ay be non-canonical 
because it is ungrammatical, or it may be non- canonical because the giv en framework is not 
able to analyse it. For annotat ion purposes the reason for no n-canonicity does not matter but 
for the interpretation of the non-canonical structures, it does. Most non-canonical structures in 
a learner corpus can be interpreted as e rrors (Section 2) wher eas m any non-canonical 
structures in a corpus of spoken language or com puter-mediated communication m ay be  
considered interesting features of those varieties.   

Many existing syntactically annot ated corpora (or treebanks) c onsist of written language, 
very often from  taken newspapers. 1 While annotation fram eworks differ with respect to the 
underlying theory and the for malism (see Nivre, to appear, for an overview), they m ake the 
common assumption that the sentences in the corpora are ‘correct’ or ‘grammatical’.  

Language varieties that contain non-canonical  as well as canonical sentences such as 
learner language, spoken language, dialects , the language produced in m any computer-
mediated communication (CMC) situations, and so forth cannot be directly annotated with the 

                                                 
1 There are, of course, some treebanks for spoken language such as the CHRISTINE corpus (Sampson 1995, 
2003) or TüBa-D/S (Tübinger Baumbank des Deutschen/Spontansprache, http://www.sfs.uni-
tuebingen.de/de_tuebads.shtml, Stegmann, Telljohann & Hinrichs 2000) and the parsed Switchboard corpus 
(http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~treebank/home.html). In recent years parsing of spoken language has become more 
important (witness the SParseval competition, Roark et al. 2006). We will come back to spoken language in 
Section 3.   
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same annot ation schem es that are used for ‘canonical’ treebanks. There are three possible 
reactions to this:  

 
(a) Write a different gramm ar or change the grammar that deals with the non-canonical 

variety at hand.  
(b) Ignore the non-canonical utterances by e ither not annotating the non-canonical 

structures at all or choosing an inappropriate structure.  
(c) Mark the non-canonical sentences as errors and deal with them in a different way. 
 

Solution (a) is the solution that som e treebanks for spoken language (such as TüB a-D/S, 
Stegmann, Telljoh ann and Hinrich s, 2000), as well as som e dialect corpora or historical 
corpora have taken. It is certa inly adequate for many research questions. However, a variety-
specific annotation schem e m akes a com parison between a canonica l and a non-canonical 
treebank difficult. Solution (b) m akes it im possible to do structured searches for non-
canonical utterances (see Sec tion 1.1). Solution (c) which is a common solution for learner 
language, on the other hand, neglects the canonical sentences (see Section 1.2).  

Our goal is to develop a syntac tic annotation schem e that is able to distinguish between 
canonical and non-canonical structures and to give adequate descriptions to both.  

We want to exemplify this using the Falko corpus which is a learner corpus that consists of 
texts from advanced learners of Germ an (Lüdeling et al., 2005, Siem en, Lüdeling & Müller, 
2006).2 The corpus is stored in a m ulti-layer model. For our purposes we annotate the corpus 
with a sim ple topological structure which is explained in S ection 2.2. Section 2.3 then deals 
with the problem of applying th e topological structure m odel to the learner data. W e propose 
that it is necessary to form ulate a ‘target hypothesis’  against which the non-canonical 
utterances can be annotated. In the rem ainder of this section, we first want to show how other 
treebank schemes deal with non- canonical data (Section 1.1) a nd then discuss error tagging 
(Section 1.2). In our examples we focus on Germ an corpora but the problems we describe are 
not language specific. 
 
 
1.1 Non-canonical syntactic structures in German corpora 
 

As stated above, m any treebanks  contain written language data  of a fairly standardized 
variety (often newspaper data). As a result only canonical sentences are expected in these 
corpora. Therefore the annotation schem es often do not anticipat e the problem of non-
canonical utterances.  

However, even newspapers contain utte rances (senten ces, phrases, wo rd forms etc.) tha t 
cannot be regarded as canonical. These utte rances are not necessarily ungrammatical, bu t 
sometimes they are no t well-f ormed with rega rd to th e sy ntactic anno tation sche me of  the 
corpus. The basic problem  is that w henever a non-canonical utterance occurs, the annotation 
scheme does not provide adequate means of describing it. 

 
Owing to these facts the annotator can 
(a) try to find the best-fitting de scription for the utterance.  This m eans that certain 

elements may not be tagged appropriately, as  we see in F igure 1 where an equation is  
assigned a sentence structure. 

(b) skip the an notation of the structu re or do o nly a partial parse.  That m eans the  
problematic structures are (often) sy ntactically isolated from the rest of the sentence. 
This is illustrated by Figure 2 where one of the constituents is not connected. Those 
structures are not integrated into the syntactic structure and in m ost cases they canno t 

                                                 
2 The corpus is available at http://www2.hu-berlin.de/korpling/projekte/falko/.  
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directly be searched for in the corpus. Th e inform ation that an utterance cannot be 
annotated based on the underlying model is given only implicitly.  

 
 

 

         man                +               car                =         Neanderthal 
 

Figure 1:   The  equation  is  annotated  with a sentence node label (S): Mann + 
 Auto  (man + c ar) is gi ven the function of a subject (see t he SB edge  
 lab el) and Neandertaler is labelled as a predicate (PD).  

   (Tiger-corpus, release 2005, http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/TIGER/) 
 
 

 
 

 

It should according to the mutual declaration the realization    of the      mutual        goals guarantee 
(It should, according to the mutual declaration, guarantee the realization of their mutual goals.) 
 
 

  Figure 2: The parenthesis, “so die gemeinsame Erklärung”  (“according to the mutual declaration“), is not 
   integrated into the sentence because it cannot be assigned to a topological field.3 
   (TüBa-D/Z corpus www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/resources/sty.ps) 

 

 
 
 

                                                 
3 Topological fields are introduced in Section 2.1. Note that in this case the parse is entirely correct. The problem 
is that it cannot be formally distinguished from cases where elements are left unintegrated which are not correct.  
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A third option would be to m ark the structur e as not describable w ith reference  to the 

underlying annotation scheme. We could not find a German treebank where this is done. 
While the u tterances above contain gramm atical (or accepta ble) structures that cann ot be 

described by the annotation schem es, Figures 3 and 4 contain ungram matical utterances. As  
we said above, ungrammaticality is just one of  the reasons  for non-can onicity. In both cases 
the noun has the wrong inflection ( Schülern ins tead of Schüler (pupils) and Haushaltsjahrs 
instead of Haushaltsjahr (financial year)) Using the annotation schem e for c anonical 
structures, the annotator has two choices: a nnotate a grammatical structure and ignore the 
wrong case (as shown in Figure 3), or annotate the inappropriate case (as shown in Figure 4): 
 
 

 

 
 

the individual learner 
development 

of the pupils 
 
 

Figure 3:    The noun  phrase  der Schüler (of the pupils) is a genitive  
attribute, whereas Schülern i s dative case . The m orphological tag 
"gpm" (g enitive p lural m asculine) m arks th e n oun as g enitive, 
corresponding to  th e syn tactic f unction of  th e no un phrase, bu t 
ignoring the morphological form. 
(TüBa-D/Z corpus, www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/resources/sty.ps) 
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for the to 1st October started financial 
year 

(for the financial year beginning October first) 
 
 

Figure 4:    The preposition für (for) calls for the accusative case. Haushaltsjahr*s (financial year),  
however, is genitive. This is expressed by the morphological tag "Gen.Sg.Neut" (genitive singular 
neuter). (It is not possible to have different “NK”-elements (noun kernel elements) with different 
cases in one phrase). 
(Tiger-corpus, release 2005, http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/TIGER/) 
 
 

 
No matter what the annotator d ecides to do, the annotation sche me is violated. In Figure 3 

the m orphological annotation is incorrect an d in Figure 4 the syntactic annotation is 
inconsistent. Furthermore, in both cases the ungrammatical structure cannot easily be found in 
the corpus, although structures like these could be of special interest. 

Figures 1-4 show that even in  corpora which are expected to exclusively contain canonical 
material, non-canonical structures can be found. Som e structures are grammatical but still do 
not fit into the schem e, while others are ungrammatical. In addition, it is  usually not possible 
to specifically search for non-canonical structures in these corpora.  
 
 
1.2 Error annotation 
 

A different approach for interpreting corpus da ta is taken in  the annotation of learner data. 
Research in  this area d oes not focus on ca nonical structures but  rathe r on erro rs ( i.e. non-
canonical structures) because they  provide insights into acquisi tion strategies and hypotheses 
of the learn er. Therefore learner co rpora ar e of ten error tagged (see  Granger 2002 for an 
overview). 

In existing learner corpora, error analysis is usually based on a pre-defined error tagset (the 
granularity and scope of error tagsets differ significan tly). The tags  are as signed to the 
erroneous words (or sequences of words).  

(3), taken from  Weinberger (2002), shows a wo rd order error. The complex error tag is 
inserted before the wrong elem ent (or sequence). <GrVr WoMa> is the tag for a grammatical 
error affecting the verb and its  word order in th e main clause (Gr = grammar; Vr = verb; W o 
= word order; Ma= main clause). 
 
(3)          *Zum  Beispiel   sie  <GrVrWoMa>sind   ein   bißchen rebellisch … 
                (for   example  they                          are     a      little      rebellious) 
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In erro r-tagged corpora a system atic search for different types of errors is possible. 
However, error-tagged corpora usually do not contain parses for canonical utterances.  
 
 
1.3 Combining syntactic analysis and deviation analysis 
 

We showed that in ‘canonical’ treebanks it is not possible to adequately search for the non-
canonical structures and that in error-tagged corpora one cannot usually do a search within the 
canonical structures. Since there are m any corpora that contain both canonical and non-
canonical structures we argue th at an annotation schem e should combine the advantages of  
both annotation schem es in the sam e corpus: This can only be achieved by a corpus 
architecture which contains different independent levels of annotation – as we will show later, 
three annotation levels are needed to annotate both the canonical and the non-canonical 
syntactic-topological structures in a corpus. The first leve l being annotation of all canonical 
structures, the second level of analysis is the formulation of a target hypothesis and the third 
level is error tagging based on the target hypothesis, so that it can be seen, what exactly makes 
the sentence not describable.  

The advantages of separating these three levels  of annotation are: fi rst, the ability to 
compare the canonical structures in the corpus  with canonical structures in other corpora 
(other varieties, languages, dialects etc.) and second, the option to m ake qualitative and 
quantitative analyses of the de viation from the underlying model.  To do this the deviations 
first have to be categorized as non-canonical structures (they simply can not be described with 
the underlying model represented by the annotation scheme). Depending on the model and the 
reason for not f itting into that m odel, deviations can be cate gorized differently. In a  learner 
corpus they  will m ostly be class ified as erro rs, in a spoken  language corpus they could be 
analysed as properties of a spoken register.  

We demonstrate our schem e using the learner corpus Falko a nnotated on the basis of the 
topological field model. 
 
 
2. A case study: Annotation of word order in German 
 

We have chosen the annotation of word order as  one aspect of syntax or as one com ponent 
of syntactic annotation in order to illustrate a m ulti-layer syntax annota tion of canonical and 
non-canonical utterances in the sam e corpus. The model is simple and easy to im plement and 
can be annotated in a linear fashion but can, in essence, only describe verb placem ent errors 
(it has nothing to say about the or der of components in the m iddle field or word order inside 
components). The general argument, however, carries over to trees or graphs.  
 
 
2.1 Modelling the linear sentence structure of German 
 

There are two important factors that a model depicting German word order must cope with. 
First of  all unlike English, as a rule 4, Ger man word order in m ain clauses (SVO) and 
subordinate clauses (SOV) differs.5  

In general, German is considered to be a language with (fairly) flexible word order. But the 
finite verb has a fix position in the sentence. It s position is u sed to describe the three  classes 
of German sentences – nam ely: (4) verb second (e .g. main clause), (5) ve rb first (e.g. yes-no 
questions) and (6) verb last sentences (e.g. subordinate clauses).  

                                                 
4 which, of course, was made to be broken. 
5 For a general overview, see for example Comrie 1981, Chapter 4. 
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(4) Das Kind isst Erbsen . 
   fin. verb   
 The child eats peas  
 (The child is eating peas) 

 
(5) Isst das Kind Erbsen ? 
 fin. Verb     
 Eats the child peas ? 
 (Does the child eat peas?) 

 
(6) ..., dass das Kind Erbsen isst. 
     fin. verb 
 ..., that the child peas eats. 
 (..., that the child eats peas.) 

 
The second factor that h as to be dealt with is sp lit constituents, the Germ an verbal group 

being the most predo minant example. The ve rb com plex (finite verb and other verbal 
arguments like inf inite verb and ver b particles) does not necessar ily form a linear unit in the  
sentence and hence a type of verbal bracket (Satzklammer) is created as illustrated in (7).   
 
 

(7) Das Kind hat Erbsen gegessen. 
   fin. verb  inf. Verb 
 The child has peas eaten 
 (The child has eaten peas) 

 
The topological field model (Drach 1937, Höhle 1986) has proven quite useful in 

describing these featu res. In this  model, th e two possible positions of the verbal co mponents 
namely the left bracket and the right bracket  form  the cornerstones or boundaries for the  
division of the sentences into fields.. In verb second sentences, for example, which are in most 
cases declarative sentences (statements), up to three fields can be form ed. Figure 5 illustrates 
this for example (7). T he initial field is located  left of the f inite verb in  the lef t bracket. The 
middle field can be found directly on the right of  the left bracket and the final after the right 
bracket on the right side. In our example this field is empty. 

 
initial field left bracket middle field right bracket final field 
Das Kind 
(the child) 

hat 
(has) 

Erbsen 
(peas) 

gegessen 
(eaten) 

[empty] 
 

Fig. 5 . topological field diagramm for a main clause 
 
Although there are some restriction s concerning what kind  of and how m any constituents 

may occupy these fields, there is still a high degree of positional flexibility.    
The topological field model is a widely used descriptive model for German word order and 

numerous phrase-based generative analyses of  German build on it (Grewendorf, Hamm and 
Sternefeld 1987). These are good reasons for its use as a mode l for annotation that can be 
reproduced by different annotator s and m eets with th e annotation standard  of consensual 
analyses. 
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2.2 Description of Falko’s syntactic field annotation:  
 

This section shows how the topol ogical field model is used to annotate the Falko corpus 6. 
The multi-layer arch itecture of  the c orpus (Lüdeling et a l. 2005) enables us to assign m ore 
than one tag to a token or token group, m aking it possible to segm ent the text into token 
groups which can be labelled at multiple levels.7 Consider Figure 6 where (1) is presented in a 
multi-layer table.  

The [word] level is the electronic reproduction  of the learner' s text. It constitutes the 
tokenized corpus. The following tw o rows repr esent a sim plified vers ion of our topological  
field annotation. The utterance is identified and marked with an “x” at the [utterance] level. In 
the next level [top. fields] the topological fields are tagged.  

 
 
[word] Vieles 

Much 
kann 
can 

man
man 

nur 
only 

mit 
with 

einem
a 

Wort 
word 

sagen 
say 

. 

[utterance] x 
[top.-
fields] 

initial 
field 

left 
bracket 

middle field right 
bracket 

 

 

Figure 6:   Example for a topological field annotation of a canonical utterance in a multi level corpus  
architecture 
 

 
The elements left of the finite verb are tagged as the initia l field of the m ain clause. As a 

rule, only one constituent can occu py the in itial field but f urther elements can b e located in 
front of the left verbal bracket an d there are m any diffe rent approaches for nam ing and 
classifying these elements (cf. Hoberg 1997 and Pasch 2003).   

The field immediately following the finite verb is the middle field. This field can consist of 
more than one constituent and there is a fair amount of flexibility in the word order. 

In our example, the verbal com plex has tw o elem ents and, as m entioned above, the  
infinitive verb form  in m ain clauses (verb seco nd structures) is defined as the righ t sentence 
bracket.  

As can be s een in this exam ple not all fields  must be occupied. A final field has not been 
annotated – which in the literature  is often seen as a field for extraposition of longer sentence 
elements, for example subordinate clauses.  

Using this method, it is possible no t only to search for sentences and fields, but sin ce each 
annotation layer im plemented in our corpus is a ligned with the other layers it is possible to 
search for elements/structures in specific syntactic-topological contexts.  

For exam ple, by tak ing the part of speech-lev el into consideratio n, it would  also b e 
possible to research further featu res at the se ntence and field levels. Not only can complexity 
be measured by the sentence leng th or the number and types of subordination, but also by the  
complexity and contents of the topological fields. 
 
 
2.3 Annotating non-canonical word order structures 

  
After the brief introduction of how c anonical topological field structures of German can be 

annotated we show how non-canonical structures  are annotated. F igure 7 exem plifies the 
problem. This utterance does not correspond with the Germ an topological field m odel, 
because there are two co nstituents in the initia l field: Er (subject) and tatsächlich (adverbial) 

                                                 
6Large parts of the Falko corpus are annotated according to a (slightly more complex) scheme.  
7The annotation tool we use for Falko is EXMARaLDA  (Schmidt 2004).  
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which means (in accordance to th e topological field m odel) the in finitive verb is not in its 
obligatory verb second position. 
 

This problem holds true for every non-canonica l structure – when, fo r whatever reason, it  
cannot be explained by the (grammatical) model on which the annotation scheme is based. All 
that can be done at the annot ation level which describes ca nonical structures is tag the 
structure that does not fit as non-canonical. 
 
 
2.3.1 Target hypothesis and error annotation 
 

Analysing an error (a non-canonical utterance) always involves saying something about its 
deviation from the corresponding “c orrect” (or canonical) structure.  If this relationship is not 
taken into consideration, nothi ng can be said about the erro r – not even that it is non-
canonical. 

To be able to m easure this deviation, th e corresponding canonical structure has to be 
formulated. Often different re adings and consequently diffe rent ways of annotating a non-
canonical sentence are possible (see Corder 1981  and Lüdeling, to appear, for a discussion). 
So first, we have to predefine what the corresponding canonical structure of the non-canonical 
sentence is. W e call this assum ption target hyp othesis. It determ ines the annotation of the 
non-canonical structures and provides the link between the learner sentence and the “error 
annotation”. 

In regard to topological asp ects (as well as to other gra mmatical aspects), the target 
hypothesis gives an im plication of where certain  elem ents cannot be placed in accordance 
with the underlying model. 

The target hypothesis has to refer precisely to the non-canonical structures in the learner 
text. In order to make the target hypothesises as reliable as possible, we align it as close as 
possible to the learner text– word by word. 

As can be s een in Figure 8, the canonical stru ctures are duplicated in the target hypothesis 
level. In this case the tokens are matched.  
 
[word] 
 

Vieles kann m an nur mit einem Wort sagen 

[target 
hypothesis] 

Vieles kann m an nur mit einem Wort sagen 
 

Figure 8:     Example for the annotation layer “target hypothesis”, tagging a canonical utterance  
of a learner in the Falko corpus  

          (http://korpling.german.hu-berlin.de/falko/, subcorpus “Falko-Zusammenfassungen 1.0“) 
 

 

 
Divergences of the learner text  to the target hypothesis di rectly indicate non-canonical  

structures. 
If an utterance is non-canoni cal, there are three different  possibilities of how a token 

(word) in the target hypothesis can deviate from the surface of the learner text: 
 

[word] Er 
he 

tatsächlich 
really 

war 
was 

sehr 
very 

wohlhabend
wealthy 

gewesen 
been 

. 

[utterance] x 
[top. field 
annotation of 
utterance] 

f_ = non-canonical (annotation not possible)   

 

Figure 7:   Example for a non-canonical utterance with a topological field annotation scheme  
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1. A token is deleted. 
2. A token is inserted. 
3. A token is substituted. 

 
Sentences with non-canonical topo logical structures that ar e “corrected” will mostly 

contain the options 1. and 2., because words or phrases are reordered, which m eans they are 
deleted at their original position and inserted at another: 
 
 
[word] Er  

 
tatsächlich war sehr wohlhabend gewesen . 

[target 
hypothesis] 

Er 
(he) 

war 
(was) 

tatsächlich
(really) 

 sehr 
(very)

wohlhabend 
(wealthy) 

gewesen 
(been) 

. 

description 
of deviation  

 token 
inserted 

 token 
deleted 

    
 

Figure 9:   Example for the annotation layer “target hypothesis”, tagging a non-canonical utterance of a  
learner in the Falko corpus  
(http://korpling.german.hu-berlin.de/falko/, subcorpus “Falko-Georgetown”) 
 

 

 
In order to make this learner utterance canonical,  the verb must be placed directly after the 

first constituent Er in a verb second position. 
As might be evident from this example, there are different possibilities for alignment but it 

is standard to define such learner structures as verb placement errors. So, in order to illus trate 
this, the verb (and not for example tatsächlich) is deleted at its original non-canonical position 
and it is inserted at its canonical position.  
 
 
2.3.2 Interpretation of the deviation 
 
Figure 10 illustrates how word or der errors can be described ba sed on the topological field 
annotation of the target hypothesis. By using th e field annotation of the target hypothesis as a 
template that is placed over both structures, a possible way of describing the error would be to 
say that the finite verb is erroneously positioned in the targeted m iddle field (deletion) but it 
should be located in the left verbal bracket (insertion).   
 
 

[word] Er  
 

tatsächlich war sehr wohlhabend gewesen . 

[target 
hypothesis] 

Er war tatsächlich  sehr wohlhabend gewesen . 

description 
of deviation 

 token 
inserted 

 token 
deleted

    

top. field 
annotation 
of target 
hypothesis  

initial 
field 
 

left 
bracket 
 

middle field 
 

right 
bracket 
 

 

 

Figure 10:    Topological field annotation of a target hypothesis, aligned to a non-canonical utterance  
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3. Non-canonical structures in other contexts 
 

Learner corpora might be an obvious example of texts that contain both canonical and non-
canonical structures. But m any other varieties are similar, although, the specific ‘deviations’ 
of course might differ. In these varieties, th e non-canonical structures  are not ‘errors’ but 
interesting and characteristic properties. 

In this section, we briefly show that our annotation schem e m ight be very helpful in 
annotating these oth er varieties as  well. W e will us e ex amples from  spontaneous spoken  
language and computer-mediated communication.  
 
 
3.1 Spontaneous spoken language 
 

Spoken language syntactically differs from written language in many ways (for a thorough 
discussion of features of spoken Ger man see Schwitalla 2006). These differences are 
sometimes qualitative (there ar e structures that occur only in  written r egisters and s tructures 
that o ccur only in  spo ken reg isters) and  so metimes quan titative (so me structures occu r 
markedly more often in one of the registers than in the other) . As stated above, treebanks for  
spoken language often develop their own annot ation schem es (the most specific one is 
probably the CHRISTI NE sche me8) and this might well be necessary to cover phenom ena 
such as hesitations, self-corrections and the like. Schemes like the TüBa -D/S or CHRISTINE 
typically mark elem ents that are syntactic ally unconnected as su ch and do not attach 
everything to a single top node. Again, this m ight be the most appropriate way of annotating 
spoken language. There are two problem s with this, however: First, unconnected elem ents 
like hesitations, interjections etc. that are very typi cal of spoken register s cannot be for mally 
distinguished from  unc onnected elem ents like th e pa renthesis i n Fi gure 2 which i s ve ry 
typical of written regi sters. And second, it is difficult to system atically describe the 
differences between written and spoken registers in a precise way if th e structures cannot be 
mapped onto each other.  

One of the structures that is always listed as typical for spoken language is the ellipsis 
(Schwitalla 2006) which is illustrated in F igure 12 which stems from a  dialogue between a 
mother and her daughter 9. The m other complains that her da ughter always uses the parents’ 
bathroom and takes the parents’ tow els etc. From deine to fehlen the utterance in (8) can be 
described by the regular field model but the utterance that immediately follows in (9) does not 
fit into the model because there is no finite ve rb and because of this no bracketing structure 
can be assigned. The annotation of (8) is unpr oblematic, as shown in  Figure 11. (9), on the 
other hand, can only be annotated after a target  hypothesis is for mulated, as shown in Figure  
12. 
 
 

                                                 
8 See Sampson (1995) and http://www.grsampson.net/ChrisDoc.html. 
9 The corpus dialogues between mothers and their daughters about controversial topics was collected in the 
Sonderforschungsbereich 245: "Sprechen und Sprachverstehen im sozialen Kontext" in Heidelberg and 
Mannheim between 1988 and 1992. More information and some of the data are available at http://www.ids-
mannheim.de/ksgd/agd/korpora/ekkorpus.html. The transcription is generally in lower case. 

(8) deine handt ücher die kannste aus=m schrank holen wenn dir welche fehlen 
 (You can take towels from the closet if you need them) 
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[word] deine handtücher die kannste aus=m schrank 

 
holen wenn dir welche fehlen 

[target 
hypothesis] 

deine handtücher die kannste aus=m schrank holen wenn dir welche fehlen 

 (your) (towels) (them) (can+you) (out+of+the) (closet) 
 

(take) (if) (you) (some) (lack) 

[top. field 
annotation of 
utterance] 

initial field 
 

left 
bracket 

middle field 
 

right 
bracket 

final field 

 

 Figure 11:  Topological field annotation of a canonical utterance from a corpus of spoken German 
 

 
(9) aber unsre in ruh lassen okay 
 (But leave ours alone, ok?) 
 

  
 
[word] aber unsre   in ruh 

 
lassen okay 

[target 
hypothesis] 

aber 
(but) 

unsre 
(ours) 

sollst 
(should) 

du 
(you) 

in 
(in) 

ruh 
(peace) 

lassen 
(leave) 

okay 
(okay) 

description 
of deviation 

  token 
inserted 

token 
inserted

   

[top. field 
annotation of 
target 
hypothesis]  

(con-
junction) 

initial 
field 

left 
bracket 

middle field right 
bracket 

final 
field 

 

Figure 12:  Annotation of a (topologically) non-canonical utterance from a corpus of spoken German. 
This figu re sho ws, in  an alogy to  th e method u sed in  Figure 10 , th at two  ele ments h ave to  b e 
inserted to conform with the underlying syntactic scheme, namely, the finite verb sollst (should), 
and the subject du (you). The deviation could be defined as a missing targeted left bracket and a 
missing element in the targeted middle field. 

 

 
Most treebanks for spoken corpora m ight annotate (9) simply as elliptical. Then one could 

not show what exactly was m issing. Our annota tion com plies with theoretical accounts of 
ellipsis ( cf. Klein, 1993: 768) which state that in elli ptical structures are syntactically 
complete but lack only phonetic m aterial. But ev en if one does not share this analysis – the 
annotation against a target hypothesis m akes it possible to search for the exact types and 
location of omissions.  

In a corpus annotated like this, it is also  possible to quantitativel y compare features of 
spoken language to features of written language. 
 
3.2 Computer-mediated communication 
 

It is v ery of ten said  that com puter-mediated comm unication (CM C) is po sitioned 
somewhere between spoken registers and written registers (Beißwenger & Storrer, to appear). 
Many papers on CMC focus on specific features su ch as the use of inflectiv es or emoticons, 
others calcu late quan titative differen ces. W e ar e not aware of any large-scale study  of the 
CMC's syntax (or ev en of syntactically anno tated corpora of CMC). The following exam ples 
(10) and (11) again show a pa ssage that is partly canonical and partly non-canonical – in 
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analogy to the exam ples (8) and (9). They st em from a forum  discussion about a com puter 
game10. Sentence (10) is fully canoni cal while the expression in (11) is again elliptical and 
cannot be directly assigned a field structure. 
 
(10) Wenn es unbedingt sein muss kann ich ja noch mal neu anfangen 
 (If it is absolutely necessary I can start over again) 
 
(11) Ok …   erst Level 10 
 (Ok  … first level 10) 
 

As shown in the spoken language corpus (examples (8) and (9)), it is again possible to 
construct a target form for the non-canonical utterance in example (11): 
  
 

[word] Ok erst   Level 10 
 

 

[target 
hypothesis] 

Ok 
 

erst 
(first) 

muss 
(must) 

ich 
(I) 

Level 
(level)

10 
 

machen 
(do) 

description 
of deviation 

  token 
inserted 

token 
inserted

  

[top. field 
annotation 
of target 
hypothesis]  

(discourse 
marker) 

initial 
field 

left 
bracket 

middle field right 
bracket 

 

Figure 13:     Annotation of a (topologically) non-canonical utterance from a corpus of CMC 
 
 

 
The questio n of  how CMC is influenced by or al reg isters or written  registe rs c an be 

answered once a CMC corpus has been annotated with the proposed schem e. It can then be  
compared, qualitatively and quantitatively, to other field-annotated corpora.  

 
 
4. Summary 
 

In this paper, we argued for a ge neralized annotation schem e for ca nonical and non-
canonical sentences if they app ear in the sam e corpus. We define canonicity as ‘confor mity 
with a specific annotation scheme’. We showed that many existing treebanks schemes are not 
prepared to deal adequately w ith non-canonical structures. T he options open to the annotator 
who finds a structure that ca nnot be described with the schem e ar e either to use an 
inappropriate structure or to only perfor m a par tial parse. Neither option leads to a nnotations 
that can be system atically s earched when one wants to sp ecifically look at  non-canonical 
structures of a given type. In error-tagged corpora (for example learner corpora), on the other 
hand, non-canonical structures can easily be identified; but erro r-tagged corpora usually do 
not provide tagging for the canonical structur es. W e argue that it is  im portant f or m any 
linguistic questions to (a) di stinguish between canonical and non-canonical structures and (b) 
show how the non-canonical structures do not conform to the canon.  

Our annotation schem e works in three steps.  First, we annotate all canonical sentences 
within the syntactic m odel. In the second st ep, we provide a target hypothesis for all non-
canonical sentences. T he target  hypothesis is a structure th at corresponds as closely as 

                                                 
10 From http://www.worldofgothic.de 
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possible to the original non-canoni cal structure and can be descri bed by the m odel. Then we 
annotate the differences between the non-canonical structure and the target hypothesis. 

The sam e general schem e can be used for di fferent varieties. The interpretation of the 
deviations from the canonical structure is a furt her step that depends on  the variety at hand 
and on the research question. In learner language, a deviation might be analysed as an error, in 
other varieties it might be analysed as a feature.  

A corpus annotated lik e this provides a m eans for quantitative as well as qualitativ e 
research. Non-canonical structures can be comp ared to canonical structures in the sam e 
corpus or to other structures in different corpora.  
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